
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Top Plays of the Day  

America’s #1 effort beats talent sports news leader 

Kampers score the points 
 

Kamp KACE Wednesday, June 27th, 2018 

and win the games. 
Sports! 

A couple of MVP CITs took 
care of a major plumbing 
problem #bathroomduties 

Redhawks game tonight. #fargobound #washyourshirts #nightgame 

Despite calmer winds and warmer 
temperatures, polar bear numbers still 
dropped on the second day. This is 
probably due to the sports-packed 
agenda keeping kampers training at 
110%. Morning sessions came and 
went in anticipation of the midday fish 
outing. A tsunami of boats driven by 
the Lions and FM Walley’s overtook the 
Cormorant shore to pick up the 
kampers to start catching our dinner.  

This section is for like a short little story 
line. Much like a headline, but does have 
any content later in the paper per se.  

Do the Dental Hygiene Dance  
Everyone is flossing. And while most dentists 
would be happy about this news, I am not 
talking about teeth. Everywhere you look hips 
are swaying and arms are swinging. The Floss is 
the ultimate dance move that has kampers 
and counselors alike moving and shaking. The 
big question is, does it have the staying power 
of the macarena? #stillgottabrush 

Brock’s getting 
tired of carrying 
the cabin D 
team, literally. 
#machoman 
#piggyback 
#allday2for1s 

Dr. Bob has his 
own methods for 

catching fish. 
#fishbreath 

#nofishfryneeded 
forthisguy  

#eww #bait? 
#hesadoctor? 

The beautiful weather continued through the afternoon making for a water 
filled free-time and kampers very excited for their water-based sessions. 
After dinner the Kamp was divided when an epic battle of good vs. evil 
formulated as a counselor dodge ball game of Average Joe’s versus Globo 
Gym. The kampers also got their chance to compete in the classic sport of 
lip sync battle. The rockers brought their A-game to a fierce competition 
that ended in a controversial champion. The night ended with cabin 
campfires and s’mores. #yourekillingmesmalls 

“I refuse to dress up because I’m already cute. 
My mommy always said that” -Chase 

It’s pretty easy to be a 
counselor when the kampers 
lead all of the songs. 
#welltrained #butabitoffkey 

Scuba Steve returned to Kamp 
to re-anchor the iceberg. #rick 
#dutiesasassigned #flipper  

Props and gimmicks are 
always a crowd pleaser. 
#glitterbomb #shortnoticewin 

Cabin A is ahead of the game 
and completed their friendship 
stick #inthefireinthefireinthefire 


